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Abstract. This paper outlines how architecture designed through computation
could shift towards architecture that in itself is capable of computing. It describes
a multimodal structure that embeds sensing, wireless communication and sound
and light display technology in autonomous, intelligent structural units which,
when placed in an array, form multidimensional masses. Named Polymedia Pixel,
the multimodal structure integrates architecture, urban digital media, engineering,
IT, HCI and interaction design into a single building element, thus making
architecture capable of computing. This paper introduces the system; outlines
constraint testings; emphasise its significance for interaction with users and the
environment and discusses opportunities for users.

1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is to outline a possible transition for architecture and its
relationship with digital technology from (a) architecture being represented by
computer to (b) computation being used to develop architecture and thence, to the
topic of this paper, (c) a situation where architecture and space-defining objects
have computing attributes.
The first two fields of enquiry, (a) and (b), have been widely discussed in the
realm of the CAAD community [1, 2] and their proceedings [3, 4, 5]. The focus
here therefore is on the hypothesis, methodology, implications, significance and
evaluation of (c), namely architecture and space-defining objects having
computing attributes.
The shift from the first two areas of enquiry, namely (a) and (b), to the last, (c),
has arguably happened in the last decade.
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In 1999, Gerhard Schmitt described first steps in connecting architecture and
computers in order to "connect the two worlds [architecture and computers] and
point to the original idea behind using computers in architecture to improve the
built, physical environment by providing the best instruments and methods for the
creators of architecture" [2]. What Schmitt discusses in his book is the transition
from (a) architecture being represented by computer to (b) computation being
used to develop architecture. In Schmitt’s text, however, the computer is still used
as a tool to generate architecture, as exemplified by his use of the now obsolete
term "electronic pencil" [2]. Nonetheless, there is a clear separation between the
computer the realisation of a built environment. As mentioned before, a little
more than 10 years later this separation has started to blur and disappear. The
Economist magazine’s special report on smart systems [5] said : "The physical
and the virtual worlds are converging, thanks to the proliferation of sensors,
ubiquitous wireless networks and clever analytics software. Increasingly there
will be two interconnected worlds: the real one and the digital reflection... and
"Smart cities", in which more and more systems are connected, are multiplying...
the number of [smart] applications is vast. Yet the most promising field for now
may be physical infrastructures".
Recent developments in information technologies such as large-scale screens
[6], advanced sensors [7] and networked communication [8], have already started
to transform everyday interactions between people and the physical infrastructure.
Personal devices such as Smartphones help facilitate this convergence and
responsive technologies and interactive building facades, are starting to be
integrated into the urban environment. Their aim is to create new urban
experiences [9], through pervasive computing, responsive environments or smart
environments, increasingly known in the field of enquiry as urban informatics
[10].
All of these have the potential to generate methods of collecting, analysing and
distributing information in the city in order to connect the inhabitants and the
built environment more closely, and to allow both users and the built environment
itself to participate in the design process. While the development of pervasive
computing has its eye on the widespread deployment of computing (e.g.
embedding sensors and intelligent computation) in large-scale environments, by
utilising ubiquitous networks and moving computation from standalone platforms
to responsive devices, most of these developments currently occur in device-scale
or room-based sensing systems such as smart air-conditioning systems,
throughout-the-home entertainment systems, motion sensing security and
people-aware environmental lighting [11].
The aspects foreshadowed in the introduction above lead to the following
observations :
While developments in advanced autonomous systems such as Human
Computer Interaction (HCI) or Human Robot Interaction (HRI) have produced
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intelligent systems capable of observing human cues and using these cues as the
basis for intelligent decision-making, these developments have not yet found a
way into the built environment [12].
Media façade developments work in some respects in similar ways to
responsive or smart environments, but often come with limitations in terms of
architectural integration; they need additional components to interact with their
environment and their interactions are often both limited to visual interactions and
require the user to act first [6].
Smart materials [7, 11] currently in existence that could have much more
significant applications, are often hidden in architecture, or in the case of
Smartphones, have little connection with architecture. They are rarely used as a
component that a designer would use to build and define space.
Built materials are not sentient. In order to establish a sentient city [13], one
would need a building material with human-like senses to process information
and produce visual or audio responses.
A key difference between the current applications of these four aspects and the
approach of this paper is the intention to apply ideas from pervasive computing,
responsive environments and smart environments to architectural design and on a
building scale, i.e. for the control of masses of computing elements affecting
whole faces of buildings and large spaces. The computing elements are both
architectural elements with their own structural identity and integrity and a means
for internalising the electronics for computation and display. In addition, they
have the potential to become a platform for ambient intelligence and smart
environments by transforming space-defining surfaces into interfaces.
By drawing on architecture, urban digital media, engineering, IT and
interaction design, the research presented in this paper outlines a possible shift
from architecture designed through computation (any type of process, algorithm
or measurement done in a computational matter) towards architecture capable of
computing (developing, using and improving computer technology, computer
hardware and software as a space-defining element). The researched system, the
Polymedia Pixel, discussed in this paper, is a space-defining material capable of
computing, thus enabling a shift from architecture designed by computation
towards architecture capable of active computing.

2.

Polymedia Pixel

Before discussing the methods used in this research and presenting the technical
results of the first prototype investigations used to develop the Polymedia Pixel,
this paper explains the theoretical principles of the Polymedia Pixel.
The Polymedia Pixel mimics the ideas of atom molecular teaching models used
in chemistry where spheres are connected with rods in order to represent
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molecular structures. In the research the Polymedia Pixel is an Icosidodecahedron
that contains electronic components (explained in detail later) connected to other
Polymedia Pixels via rods for physical stability and cabling. Parallels to the
structural behavior could be drawn to the systems Fritz Haller developed for large
span buildings in steel or for the skeletal furniture system USM. Both focus as
well on the node of construction as a node for a communication network.

Fig. 1. Comparison Prototype Version (V1.0) with (V2.0), increasing size and
shape alteration in order to incorporate the below mentioned seven
theoretical attributes of the Polymedia Pixel (from left to right).

The Prototype Version One (V1.0) of the Polymedia Pixel, named Autonomous
Pixel at this time, was developed for the Janus Screen for the SmartLight Festival
in Sydney (May – June 2009). The Polymedia Pixel V1.0 was used in the Janus
Screen in groups with other pixels to represent dynamic visual information. As
outlined in Autonomous Pixel – Liberating the pixel from its planar position on a
screen [14] the focus of this first prototype was primarily on screen development
and integrating screens into complex curved or non-standard surfaces.
Based on the first prototype, further ideas and development directions for a
second version were sketched out to embedded first principles of a computing
component and compromising the following seven attributes :
•

contextual responsiveness - to physical, environmental factors.

•

interactive responsiveness - to human intervention and activity in the
proximity.

•

intelligence - smart controls that can adapt physical behaviour to suit
conditions.

•

multimodality - ability to communicate through non-visual channels, such as
sound.
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•

sensing and communication - in order to sense/detect conditions of the
environment, human interaction and to be accessed by networked mobile
devices.

•

energy efficiency - optimising
self-powering energy sources.

•

open protocol for networked device controllers to receive communication
from a wide variety of devices, enabling public access and interactive content,
yet localised to the physical context [15].

energy

expenditure

and

capturing

As a subsequent step in Prototype Version Two (V 2.0), the research aimed to
address the seven listed attributes by investigating a component that would react
to the need for empathetic and responsive urban digital media; would integrate
multiple modalities; was smart energy-saving, and allowed collaborative
community engagement. The Polymedia Pixel addresses the context of urban
media, providing citizens with the means to communicate through pervasive
technology and to engage in collaborate creative content generation using a
variety of mobile and pervasive devices. It asks how the contemporary
requirements of public space in our everyday life, such as adaptability, new
modes of communication and transformative environments that offer flexibility
for future needs and uses, can be addressed by a new form of public display. It
attempts to answer the question through the use of the Polymedia Pixel with an
advanced situated media device protocol.
Through this technology the study presented aims to consider and answer this
key question : "When building components with computing capacity can define
space and function as a computer at the same time, what are the constraints for
the building components and what are the possible advantages for the built
environment and its inhabitants ?".
In demonstrating this hypothesis, the objectives of the paper in the following
are to : outline methods; present first results by further introducing hardware and
software design details of the Polymedia Pixel; discuss first constraint tests when
applying system as an architectural component; argue for the significance and
innovation of research; and finally evaluate and conclude in presenting future
steps and directions.

3.

Methods

Media architecture and computer science provide the technological foundation,
while the field of interaction design defines the methodology that links space and
computing. The conceptual framework, design and methods used in this research
combine three fields: (a) hardware, including architecture and design, electronic
engineering; (b) software with content design and IT and (c) interaction design
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with HCI and HRI. The theoretical starting point is to rethink the relation between
computers and architecture and, if architecture is capable of computing, what kind
of premises should such a system fulfil and what the constrains of the system
would be for architecture. The research program is grouped in four phases :
1) The development and completion of the Polymedia Pixel.
2) Application of the prototype as an architectural component.
The first two phases cover the project work in terms of hardware and hardware
testing. The following two phases focus on software or content development and
evaluation of the research proposal. The basic outcomes of these phases will be
realisation of the importance of providing software or codes in order for others to
engage with the system, assistance in providing media content and an actual way
of feeding input to the system.
3) Designing media content for system.
4) Curating for different media content.
In the following the paper will discuss 1) The development and completion of
the Polymedia Pixel as first prototype testing and case study to demonstrate the
feasibility of the hypothesis of a shift towards computing architecture.

4.

The development and first steps towards completion of the
Polymedia Pixel

The Polymedia Pixel is the vehicle that enables the research to answer the
research question and realise the seven listed attributes to develop a computing
building component. This chapter outlines use and motivation for using technical
equipment; form development and first architectural constraint tests; and finally
the software design details.
4.1.

Hardware design details

The core element of the Polymedia Pixel is a GumstixOvero Fire
computer-on-module (COM) that can communicate via 802.11g or Bluetooth as
well as a Summit Expansion Board for the Overo COM. The Summit provides a
DVI-D signal on an HDMI connector, as well as USB Hosts, USB OTG, Audio
Stereo-out and line-in, and a 40-pin header with GPIO, PWM and A/D lines [16].
Equipped with an 8 GB SD memory card, the Polymedia Pixel has a COM system
similar to many state-of-the-art smartphones, a feature that Arduino board does
not offer. As the specifications for the Summit board suggested, the COM can be
equipped with a number of input devices that address the seven attributes of the
Polymedia Pixel.
These include, but are not limited to : Two MaxM LED [17]; on-board video
camera e-CAM32_OMAP_GSTIX suitable for the Gumstix’s Overo Series [18];
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amplifiers, loudspeakers, re-amplifiers and microphones for audio stereo-out and
line-in; various numbers of sensors such as ultrasonic, gyros accelerometer,
amongst others and 3 x 2000mAh polymer lithium batteries. The motivation for
choosing an arguably more complex COM in comparison to, for example,
Arduino boards, has its background in the audio aspect of the Polymedia Pixel.

Fig. 2. Components at present used in pixel (left) and Overo Fire
computer-on-module (COM) with potential sensors (right).

The Gumstix board can achieve a sound synthesis and playback method
equivalent to any standard computer; it has no limits in regards to sound
production and the software requires no rewriting, since most code is accessible
as open source. Further arguments against the Arduino boards are that they cannot
do sampling, synthesis and recording all in one component (the Arduino
"Waveshield" for example, can play sound but not record, filter or synthesise
sounds). In addition, Arduino boards have limited pinouts and bear the risk of
having not enough pins available to run other add-on boards.
The casing for the hardware presented two main challenges; the first was to
create a housing for all the above equipment, the second was to endow the system
with the capability to be altered according to context. Due to cost constraints it
was impractical to equip all the pixels with all the above features. The research
and development team therefore agreed to have COM and LED as a minimum
requirement; sound and video as an upgrade to the minimum requirement and
finally all various sensors as the most advanced version, all of which gave the
R&D team some financial flexibility. It was further agreed that not all pixels that
were part of the interface would need, for example, an on-board camera pointing
in the same direction.
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Fig. 3. Casing of Polymedia Pixel as rendering (left) and 3D print model (right)

The search for the optimum form for the casing was focused on finding a form
that had equally-shaped northern and southern hemispheres as well as surfaces on
each hemisphere that could be equipped with different electronic components. In
response to this challenge, the Polymedia Pixel was developed as an
icosidodecahedron, a polyhedron with twenty triangular faces and twelve
pentagonal faces. It also has 30 identical vertices, with two triangles and two
pentagons meeting at each. There are a further 60 identical edges, each separating
a triangle from a pentagon.
The first architectural constraint testing was based on the constraint of the
icosidodecahedron as a form, in particular the important aspect of the 30 identical
vertices. The researchers therefore developed a script to test what kind of spatial
configurations could be achieved with the system. The script asked the user to
provide and select a surface, then established a 3D grid of Polymedia Pixels while
considering the constraints of the 30 vertices, selected the Polymedia Pixels on or
closest to the surface and erased the others. The script also optimised the output
by reducing the numbers of connecting rods and producing a text file with the
length and position of the rods, thus allowing a later construction. The script also
allowed one Polymedia Pixel to connect to another as a flat or planar surface; as a
curved surface; as a voxel (3D grid of light points) or as an anamorphic or
complex curved surface.
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Fig. 4. Flat surface and complex curved surface (Hyperboloid)
defined by Polymedia Pixel (left to right).

Two further parameter drove the development of the script : (a) the script was
written that one could generate a Polymedia pixel surface in regards to screen
development such as: Flat or planar screen; curved screen; voxel screen and
anamorphic or complex curved screen. This allows the computing enabled surface
to function as interface. (b) Due to the constraints of the vertices, the Polymedia
Pixels were not arranged in a 90 degree angle to each other (see Figure 4 on the
right), which would have been the case if the pixels were arranged in a
conventional screen. However, other display systems, such as SmartSlab™ [19],
has a hexagonal array of pixels, function just as well with a non-rectangular pixel
arrangement.
4.2.

Software Design Details

The GumstixOvero Fire is essentially a Linux computer that runs an open
embedded distribution of Linux. Consequently, one can run any program that runs
on Linux on the GumstixOvero Fire provided that one compiles it for the board.
The hard drive for the "computer" is the SD card that hosts all programs and
settings. Replacing the SD card with another card could therefore change any
content developed and programmed for the Polymedia Pixel. The Polymedia
Pixel will use Pure Data [20] or Processing [21] as its main software component
that will run the patch. Pure Data is a program initiated by Miller Puckette, who
was a co-developer of the similarly-structured software Max/MSP, which is also
used for programming electronic music, whereas Processing has been mainly
used for visualizing. Thus visual and audio content can be developed on open
source platforms that are commonly used in design and interaction communities.
Through this method, the would-be content developer does not need to learn and
write code in embedded Linux but in more "accessible" software such as Pure
Data or Processing; can develop and test the content on a conventional computer
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(PC or Mac); save the file on an SD card and then insert and run the content on
the Polymedia Pixel.
4.3.

Testing of hardware and software

The research team is currently working on an installation that combines the
hardware and software of the pixel with anticipating software algorithm, allowing
the system to respond to users depending on their behavior. The installation
anticipates a complex curved surface with 12 Polymedia Pixels with total
approximate dimensions of W 2m x L 3m x H 1m located in a room that allows
viewers to walk comfortably around the surface. The surface is curved and
designed in such manner that it gives viewers a privileged position at one
location. This enables them to understand the later explained relationship between
participants and the visual responses of the Polymedia Pixel. The shape and
curvature of the surface also benefit the spatial sound aspects of the installation,
thanks to the spatial sound arrangement supported through the installation shape.
Output modes RGB LEDs embedded in the pixels enable visual content to be
displayed and speakers embedded in the pixel enable audio output. Ultrasonic
sensors enable the Polymedia surface to obtain information about the position of
participants and about their visual and acoustic/auditory responses.
The Polymedia surface will respond via ultrasonic sensors to the following
parameters : 1) people entering a zone in front of the surface; 2) differentiate
between one, two or more than two persons entering the room at the same time,
thus sensing if people come as individuals or in groups; 3) it will give individual
visual or acoustic responses to individual groups, whichever is the most
appropriate, according to the anticipatory recognition tools; 4) the individual or
group standing closest to the surface will gain control over the surface. The
surface will respond via image and sound to the group that, through its proximity
appears to the system to be the one that is interacting with it.
The Polymedia Pixel surface will respond visually through : 1) a colour
gradient when sensing one person, for example from yellow to green with the
Polymedia Pixel closest to that person; 2) a colour gradient when sensing two
people from red to blue starting with red with the Polymedia Pixel closest to the
two people; and 3) a colour gradient from orange to purple when sensing more
than two people, starting with orange with the Polymedia Pixel closest to that
group. An audio response enabled through the ultrasonic sensor will increase the
frequency but reduce the volume the closer a person gets. This should encourage
participants to get closer to the surface (because they want to hear the sound
better, which gets quieter as they get closer).
Both sound and visual responses to work together to get Person "A" closer to
the surface of the Polymedia Pixel. This allows Persons "B" – "X" to understand
the relationship between proximity and the graded responses and persons
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"C" – "X" to understand through the different color gradients the difference
between the responses generated by one, two or more than two persons
interacting with the screen.
The above is at present in development but completion is anticipated by
mid-2011.

Fig. 5. Image data / power connection cable through rod via I2C
protocol (left top), connection detail (left bottom) and surface
build with Polymedia Pixels, electronic components removed
for programing and sensor test (right)

What is the motivation behind the installation ?
The aim of this concept-stage prototype is to gain first understandings that will
in turn enable a research project aimed at improving existing public transport
hubs for users. It will do this by integrating smart, or responsive, digital
information with the physical environment in order to accommodate increased
passenger numbers and offer an improved customer experience, all in a coherent
architectural and spatial context. It is an initiative in which the Polymedia Pixel as
a responsive HCI technology could significantly improve information access for
communicating, interacting and sensing. More specifically, it would be applicable
to a public transport environment for creating user-centric timetables, for public
information, for directions and for ticketing. The installation is important for the
research because it mimics in an artistic manner behaviors of public transport
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customers. It is envisioned the research will produce findings from the installation
in relation to improving information access as follows : (a) interactions with more
than one user and with different users at the same time; (b) tests and comparisons
of audio and visual systems; (c) usability of ultrasonic sensors in the envisioned
environment; and (d) response time of users and the interaction to determine the
relationship between time and distance.

5.

Significance and Innovation

This investigation provides the foundation for a paradigm shift towards making
architecture capable of computing. The research will result in methods and means
for the collection, analysis and distribution of information in the city. This interest
in city and information overlaps with research by Senseable City Lab / MIT, USA
[22] or Urban Informatics / QUT, Australia) [10], to name but two. Both
laboratories argue that through the increasing deployment of sensors and handheld electronics new approaches to the study of built environment exist, and the
way we describe and understand cities will/can be radically transformed [22].
Additionally, the increasing ubiquity of digital technology, internet service and
location-aware applications in our everyday lives allow for the seamless transition
between the visible and invisible infrastructure of cities [10]. The paper would
like to argue that, based on the two previous quotations, there exists a gulf of
sensors, hand-held electronics and ubiquitous digital technology on the one hand
and the built environment on the other. The research considers the Polymedia
Pixel as a step towards closing that gap. It suggests that architecture, digital
technology and ubiquitous computing can all merge to "media suit" [23], as Toyo
Ito suggested, allowing the user to gain more information about the relationship
between humans and the built environment.
5.1.

Relevance for the built environment and HCI

Following these findings the paper wants to speculate about possible
opportunities and relevance for the built environment and human computer
interaction (HCI). This would be based on four primary modes of interaction :
(a) Human -> System (Human acts on the System); (b) System -> Human
(System acts on/for the Human); (c) Human <- System (Human observes the
System); and (d) System <- Human (System observes the Human) [12]. The
research aims to establish a fifth mode of interaction, here called a System < - >
System mode, whereby, in addition to the four other modes of operation listed
above, buildings or built environment can observe and monitor each other. The
following section briefly outlines three exemplary conceptual sketches in order to
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demonstrate the relevance for the built environment through System < - > System
mode.
One possible application could be typology-non-specific, such as energy
monitoring between various building typologies, thereby influencing how energy
could be generated within a precinct (PV cells, wind, tri-energy, amongst others),
distributed and managed within the precinct and through the collected data what
kind of future developments the precinct might undertake in terms of energy
production and use.
Other options could include typology-specific tasks such as collecting,
analysing and distributing information collected in one train station to another
train station in order to facilitate improved passenger flow and to offer a better
customer experience, as envisioned in the research project described earlier.
Another application could extend the system into the domain of decentralised
cloud computing and mimic principles applied there. Further, due to the system’s
processing and storing capacity as well as its connectedness via Internet and
Bluetooth with other computers, the researched system offers aspects of grid
computing.
All applications are speculations at present but aim to demonstrate the
significance and implications of possible directions but are at present developed
for grant applications addressing all three above-listed areas.

6.

Future works and conclusion

As discussed previously in the methodology, the research to develop hardware,
content or software could be extended in four possible phases, namely:
Phase A: The development and completion of Polymedia Pixel. This research
phase has been the core discussion of this paper. However, the research envisions
continuing further studies, in particular to complete Phase A : Improving energy
demand and management, with potentially using PV cells; establishing wireless
communication between pixels, the COM allows wireless communication
challenges are in software development.
Long term research phases, are in detail :
Phase B : Applying the prototype as an architectural component. This enables
the research team to test the prototypes in order to obtain the required information
by participating in arts projects and architectural competitions.
Phase C : Designing media content for system. One approach is to design
media content for the system that will correspond with hardware and software.
Phase D : Curator for different media contents. Work as a curator for different
types of media content. More specifically, a platform could be developed where
designers could upload their ideas via various types of software.
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The development of these Phases are embedded in a number of ongoing grant
applications, one successful, one pending and one in development at present.
Based on these steps the development of the Polymedia Pixel will result in a
space-defining material capable of computing, that can fulfill the
previously-stated goal of enabling a shift from architecture designed through
computation towards architecture capable of computation.
At present similar concepts can be seen in dynamic interactive systems on a
smaller scale, in commercial spaces such as shopping malls, and interactive
public art works, such as Federation Square in Melbourne or MIT Digital Water
Pavilion in Zaragoza, amongst others. Nevertheless, it is still relatively new for
people to have an affect on the appearance and soundscape of large building
spaces, e.g. media façades, foyers, shared public spaces, stairwells, and building
voids. It opens up a new opportunity for users to externalise actions and ideas and
turn information inside-out, i.e. to display normally "hidden" data about motion,
energy, buildings, sensor data in a more public context, as intended by the two
mentioned research labs above, to promote public engagement with spaces and
buildings, interactive buildings, interactive spaces and form a significant bridge
with design.
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